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but they look alike. Now in Hebrew this possibility is augmented... there are cer

tain letters in Semetic which are common together. Thus you will have two words

which were originally distinct which may be now pronounced exactly the same. That

makes the possibility. It's not common of course, you don't ordinarilly. but

occasionally. In English we have the very.... Student....

When I would say if you find a word which is used 6 times with one meaning and 6 times

with an utterly unrelated meaning and you don't see any way of relation that it

would be a very good guess that .but you would actually look further and

see if you had a noun or verb or something else which would connect up with each,

with the ..?.. or something near it, to see where it came from and you'd also look

at the context to see if you would find evidence that it was the Semetic. It might

be two different Semetic groups or sometimes one of them thight be borrowed from

another. Now Mr. Crozier is getting tired of our company. Student

Koh-phar then is illuminating. It is specifically a word used - it seems to be

specifically word used - used of the cleansing, but it i not - it is used par

ticularly of securing of expiating, using of God's, securing God's forgiveness.

It is the removal of guilt , and as to whether its original root is "cover"

or is "wash" we do hot have it used in either of those meanings we have noticed,

not just to wash or not just to cover, like'hecovered the walls with wallpapers,

nothing like that. We haven't a ordinary use of it, all of our uses here seem to

be in the spiritual realm. But we do have that case where it is used to disannul

your covenant with death, and it doesn't mean there to forgive you for your cotenant;

it means in the context to do away with it. To do away with it, and we've just

spoken of the waters flowing through and sweeping away the refuge of lies (Isa. 28:17)

and it certainly looks as if the original picture was something of wahing awy

rather than to cover. So it is just in question that that one articu1ar useage,

while that's not the normal meaning of it - the normal

is securing God's forgiveness - but that

that case which is used for something that wasps made ...., throws light on the basis
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